Ecosystem Services: A Graduate Seminar  
Zoology 955 and 956, Spring Semester 2009

SIGN-UP FOR COFFEE SET-UP AND CLEAN-UP

What needs to be done?

Before class. Please come to Monica’s office (432/430 Birge Hall) by 9:30 am, and please bring a container of milk. Get coffee pot and supplies from Monica; fill coffee pot to 30-cup mark at the sink in the lab, add ~16 scoops of coffee to the basket. If the sugar box needs to be refilled (see shelf above sink in lab), please fill from the 5-lb package. Carry coffee pot and supplies over to the classroom, move the table if needed, and plug in the pot.  
During class. Enjoy some coffee!  
After class. Please wipe the classroom table, return the coffee pot and supplies to Monica’s lab/office, empty and rinse out pot, and put supplies away.

Volunteers

February 13 Tim Kuhman
February 20 Amy Kamarainen
February 27 Matt Kornis, Eric Wood
March 6 Jacob Usinowicz
March 13 Tess Killpack
March 27 Hiroko Yoshida
April 3 Graham MacDonald
April 10 Emily Kara
April 17 Mirna Santana
April 24 Van Butsic
May 1 Matt Van de Bogert
May 8 Stacie Robinson